changed by selection of fluctuations and their subsequent asexual multiplication. The same is t.rue of fluctuations in "yielding power", with rare and uncertain exceptions which may, however, be due to mutative changes. The writer believes that practically all cases of bud variation are due to the loss of a dominant or an epistatic character. In five varieties with pink tubers white variations occurred and remained constant. In four other varieties changes in shape of tuber, from long to round, occurred, and in two of these the change was permanent. In four other cases changes from shallow to deep eyes appeared and were permanent, and a peculiar variation in the method of tuber formation also remained partially constant. With the exceptions of the last, these characters are all known to be Mendelian recessives. The writer concludes that Mendelian segregation is not limited to the maturation divisions of the germ cells. It might be pointed out, however, that the modus operandi may be different in the two cases.
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